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TWO-WEEK LOAN
The computer simulation code employed in this research has been described elsewhere (6, 7) . The physical process which it simulates corresponds to the transformation of a body modelled as a cube with periodic boundary conditions. ,The transformation is of the nucleation and growth type and, insofar as the work reported here is concerned, follows either the cellular or the Johnson-Mehl model. The microstructrure is studied through the analysis of two-dimensional sections as in conventional metallography. A two-dimensional section is constructed by the code by treating the section as a high resolution grid of points and identifying the grain to which each point belongs. The microstructural section may then be drawn and its geometric properties determined by point counting procedures which are easily and efficiently carried out in a high speed computer.
The specific manner in which the computer code assigns points within a two-dimensional section to grains of the microstructure depends on the nature of the microstructure, or on the process by which it is assumed to have been established.
In the case of the cellular microstructure, nuclei, or grain centers, are assumed to be randomly di stri buted with specified dens ity throughout the parent body. A point within a two-dimensional section is an interior point of the i-th grain of the cellular microstructure if it is closer to the i-th nucleus (or to its image across the periodic boundary) than to any other grain center. A two-dimensional section at some time, t, during transformation by a cellular process may be constructed by assigning to the i-th grain those points which -6- are both interior to i and closer to its nucleus than the distance
where G is the assumed linear growth rate. The points of the section which are assigned to no grain by this method are untransformed points of the p~rent matrix (Fig. 1 ).
In the case of the Johnson-Mehl microstructure the nuclei are assumed to appear randomly in space and time (a Poisson process (8)) to yield a constant nucleation rate per unit volume of untransformed material. The nuclei which contribute to the transformation of a cube of volume V with periodic boundary conditions by a Johnson-Mehl pro-. cess having nucleation rate N per unit volume, may be identified in the following way. Ignoring the depletion of the volume available for nucleation during the transformation the probability that a nucleation-event will occur somewhere in the volume V in the time interval (.H, At + dt) after a previous nucleation event is
.
Using this relation a random sequence of time intervals separating successive nucleation events in V is selected. The result is a succession of times, T i , for formation of nuclei. Similarly, for each nucleus a random position ~i in V is chosen. The nucleation sequence is then described by the set of pairs' {~i ,T i }. Of these hypothetical nucleation events, only those which occur in previously untransformed material are IIrealll in the sense that they contribute grains to the final microstructure. The condition that the i-th
for all pairs j~i. The set of "real" nucleation events, that is, the positions and times of the nuclei of grains occurring in the microstructure of a body transformed by the Johnson-Mehl process, may be identified by eliminating from the set of statistically chosen pairs {~i,Ti} those which do not satisfy the inequality (3).
Once the set of "real" nucleation events for the JohnsonMehl microstructure has been identified, the construction of a twodimensional section through the microstructure is straight-forward. the point ~ is in the i-th grain if
Using the inequality (5) the points of a grid covering a twodimensional section through a Johnson-Mehl microstructure may be readily assigned to their appropriate grains.
In practice, of course, the computer code employs a grid of finite resolution to construct a picture of the microstructure. The cells of this grid are either interior points of the various grains, boundary points, in the sense that they contain a two-grain interface, or nodal cells within which three or more interfaces meet. The algorithm which analyzes the grid and assigns each cell to the appropriate grain, boundary, or node works as follows. ."
' ..
The advantage of the recursive algorithm described above is that it substantially reduces the number of areal analyses which must be made to complete a picture of the microstructure. Furthermore, the number of nuclei which must be tested for intersection at each step is reduced. The code can complete the construction of a microstructural section containing 10 -80 grains on a 500x500 grid (250,000 point resolution grid) in only a few thousand iterative steps. The algorithm can, of course, be used in conjunction with virtually any nucleation and growth law. Its extension to three dimensions is straightforward, but is complicated by the difficulty of setting up a threedimensional grid of reasonable resolution in a computer with finite
memory. An alternate approach has been used by Hanson(9) to construct microstructures of the cellular type in three dimensions.
In a typical computer simulation experiment a 500x500 grid is The average grain volume in the Johnson-Mehl microstructure has been computed by Johnson and Mehl(l) , by Meijering (5), and by Evans (10) to be Fi gure 1.
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Time-lapse sequence showing development of the cellular microstructure as seen on a planar section through the transforming body.
.. The surface of impingement between two grains in the Johnson-Mehl microstructure.
-18-where
ro is the distance separating the two nuclei and e is the angle between the ray of length r from nucleus (1) to the surface and the reference line joining the two nuclei. As r+oo the surface asymptotically approaches a cone of angle given by cos e c = G(t2 -tI) / roe
The surface of a grain in the Johnson-Mehl microstructure is the inner envelope of the, set of surfaces, described by equation (13) 
c. Geometric Distributions in Two-Dimensional Microstructural Sections
The geometric properties given primary attention in this research were the number of sides per grain section, the cross-sectional area of the grain sections, and the intercept length, defined in figure 6 .
(1) Number of sides per grain
In the case of the cellular microstructure, it may be easily shown that the expected number of sides per two-dimensional grain A planar section of the microstructure intersected randomly by a lineal grid, yielding a number of intercept lengths, .t l' .t 2' etc.
Since each boundary is shared by two grain cross-sections, Computer analysis has revealed the presence of caps within ~0.72%
of the grain sections.
Since the area of a grain section which contains a cap is not simply-connected, the Euler relation (eqn. 16) applies in a modified
form. An isolated cap adds one grain section and one grain boundary trace to the microstructure, and must also be assumed to add one ndda 1 poi nt. The 1 atter is arbitrarily located on the peri phery of the cap but must be included to account for the unlikely but permissible case in which the cap is polygranular. If c' is the flumber where P A is the number of nodal points at which three grain sections meet per unit area of a planar section and Lv is the cell edge length per unit volume, it follows from equations (16) and (17) and from the Meijering value for the expected edge length per cell ( Table I) that
where NA is the number of cells per unit area of a random planar section. The expected area per grain is then The number (N A -Nt) of "norma 1" grai n cross-sections per unit area may, however, be found~ Us i ng equat ions (19) and (20), and the appropriate modification of equation (22) It then follows from equation (22) The mean value of the intercept length, or distance between successive grain boundary traces intersected with a randomly scribed line ( Fig. 6 ) can be calculated exactly for both microstructures.
As Smith and Guttman(12) have shown
whereS v is the grain surface area per unit volume. It follows from equation (33) and from the data given in Table I, Grains of the Johnson-Mehl microstructure will be unusually small either if they are restricted by adjacent nuclei orif they form very late in the transformation processs. The more angular appearance of the cellular grains (which was inferred by Meijering(5) and is apparent in the microstructure shown in figure 3a) is expected since the nuclei surrounding a growing grain are randomly distributed and un)ikely to be symmetrically disposed. In the Johnson-Mehl process, on the other hand, the spherical growth of a grain inhibits (by prior transformation) the formation of immediately adjacent nuclei and promotes nucleation in spherical shells after some growth has taken place.
While the distribution of grain section sizes is insensitive to the shape of the grain sections, the distribution of intercept lengths is very sensitive to grain shape; elongated grains lead to a high density of relatively short segments. The combination of grain size and grain shape leads to the similarity of the intercept length dis~ributions for the two microstructures. 
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